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/e Internet is more and more integrated into people’s life; because of the complexity and fragility of the network environment,
network attack presents a more and more serious trend. Application Layer DDoS (AL-DDoS) attack is the most complex form of
DDoS attack, which is hindering the availability for the legitimate users by taking up a large number of requests of web server. /e
paper introduced the concept of behavior utility to portray the network. /e concept of attack and defense utility was defined by a
specific property which was the manifestation of the network risk after the offset of attack and defense. In the utility model, traffic
metrics were mapped to the multidimensional parallelotope in the Euclidean space to express as a diagonal matrix. To determine
the threshold status, the defense strategies of load balancing and limiting the maximum number of connections were used with
different attack scales. Finally, the attack and defense utility value was calculated to evaluate the network risk level. /e proposed
method can master the capacity of network system against each attack means and the defense capability of network system. Its
availability and accuracy are verified by comparing with the relevant works.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of network technology, the field
of network security is facing hacker attacks. /e intensity of
attacks is gradually increasing, and illegal attackers achieve
improper goals. DDoS attacks are the main means. AL-
DDoS attacks are different from traditional network layer
DDoS attacks. It mainly uses existing protocol loopholes,
such as HTTP and SMTP, and consumes existing network
resources, so that the target server cannot provide con-
ventional services. /e intensity and accuracy of this attack
are higher, and the threat to security is also greater. /e
number of attackers and the required attack traffic are much
lower than traditional AL-DDoS attacks, which also means
that AL-DDoS attacks are easier to launch, and attackers can
accurately attack specific applications, so the attack threat is
great.

/e measurement of network system security by most of
today’s methods cannot reach the stage of quantitative

calculation. Most security measurement methods rely on a
certain technology while relying on the human experience of
experts to measure whether it is safe. /ese methods are not
accurate and objective enough, so people are always looking
for a method that can quantitatively, dynamically, and
objectively measure network security. Although the network
is static, it is always changing. In order to measure attacks
more accurately, a network security measurement method
that can dynamically describe and warn attacks is needed.
Boyer et al. [1] propose a network security evaluation
framework based on D-S evidence theory, but this method
has some problems such as large calculation. Ramaki et al.
[2] propose a network security risk assessment method
based on Bayesian network. Although this method has a
strong capacity to process a large amount of data, it is in-
evitably affected by some subjective factors, so the method
must be properly trained to obtain relevant parameter. In the
paper of Mukherjee et al. [3], a new security metric based on
attack graph, namely, attack difficulty, has been proposed
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which includes the position factor. Wen et al. [4] propose a
network security situation prediction method based on the
hidden Markov model. /e change rules and trend changes
were analyzed by describing the dependence of security
conditions in different periods. Wang et al. [5] propose an
improved base metric algorithm based on dependency re-
lationship graph and CVSS, aiming at the problem that the
existing network security measurement based on CVSS
could not accurately measure the probability and the impact
of network attack at the same time.

In order to find a way that can dynamically measure
network security and does not rely on expert experience, this
paper attempts to find performancemetrics that can describe
AL-DDoS attacks. /is paper analyzes the principles of
attack and defense types, summarizes the characteristics of
attack and defense targets, and proposes metrics for mea-
surement. In order to evaluate the impact of AL-DDoS
attacks, the parameters and calculation methods used in
various technologies are analyzed to find better performance
metrics to describe the impact of the attack. /e main
contributions are as follows:

(1) /is paper puts forward the definition of AL-DDoS
attack and defense utility combined with the defi-
nition of related concepts from the perspective of
sociology and network. It is the first time that the
concept of utility combines with attack and defense
to measure network security.

(2) /is paper selects 6 metrics and conducts a large
number of simulation experiments combining type
and intensity changes. /e selected metrics can be
used to do various experiments with different attack
and defense effect.

(3) /is paper proposes a calculation model that uses the
concept of hyperparallel to construct multidimen-
sional space for utility calculation. /e model can
accurately represent the impact of the attack and
quantitatively determine the impact value of the
attack and defense utility. /is paper verifies the
credibility and accuracy of the calculation model.

2. Related Research

2.1. DDOS Attack and Detection Technology. DDoS attacks
evolved from DoS attacks and are divided into network layer
DDoS attacks and AL-DDoS attacks. /e traditional net-
work layer DDoS attack means that hackers invade and
control a large number of puppet machines through various
loopholes and then use puppet machines to attack the target
server. AL-DDoS attack refers to the attacker sending a large
number of requests from the victim computer to the da-
tabase to disable the server [6]. AL-DDoS attacks are usually
divided into two types: flooding attacks and slow attacks [7].

Currently, DDoS attacks occur frequently, so it is nec-
essary to detect attacks in time. AL-DDoS attacks generate a
large amount of request data in a short period of time. /is
attack method is similar to the behavior of a large number of
users suddenly and normally accessing. /erefore, this
condition needs to be distinguished from normal access by a

large number of users./e purpose of the AL-DDoS attack is
to make the applications on the server unable to provide
normal services to legitimate users and deny their access [8].
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is one of the most effective
detection and defensemechanisms for DDoS attacks [9]. IDS
is an application-type system that monitors suspicious
events in the network, generates reports, and forwards them
to administrators for action./ere are many traditional IDS/
IPS technologies, such as feature-based detection methods
and abnormal behavior-based detection methods [10].

2.2. AL-DDOS Attack Assessment Method. Among current
researches on DDoS attacks, most of them are based on the
network layer, but there are few researches on the impact of
AL-DDoS attacks [11]. /e paper of Pallavi et al. [12] finds
that over 45% of these applications do not implement
measures to protect BLE data, and that cryptography is
sometimes applied incorrectly in those that do. Application
layer data is extremely vulnerable. /e paper of Wei Zhou
et al. [13] finds that smart home devices are vulnerable to
attacks by network traffic interception. While bringing
unprecedented convenience and accessibility, they also in-
troduce various security hazards to users.

Kumar et al. [14] propose a method to measure the
impact of AL-DDoS attacks on web server performance. /e
authors modify the Webtraf module in NS-2 to generate
attack traffic to simulate legitimate user behavior. /ey
analyze the impact of different server processing strategies
and queue lengths on the attack. In this method, Wang et al.
[15] have developed a prototype of SkyShield and evaluated
its effectiveness using real attack data collected from large
web clusters. Experimental results show that SkyShield can
quickly reduce malicious requests while having limited
impact on legitimate users. In the method of Sahoo et al.
[16], an information distance-based flow discriminator
framework has been discussed, which can discriminate
DDoS traffic during flash events in a software-defined
network (SDN) environment, that is, legitimate traffic that
looks similar. /e information distance metric is used to
describe the variations of traffic behavior of such events. /e
simulation results show that the information distance metric
can effectively identify the DDoS traffic [17]. /e paper of
Jiahao Cao et al. [18] systematically studies the impacts of
attack on various network applications in a real SDN test
bed. Experiments show that the attack significantly degrades
the performance of existing network applications and causes
serious network anomalies, e.g., routing black hole, flow
table resetting, and even network-wide DoS.

Procopiou et al. [19] propose ForChaos, a lightweight
detection algorithm for IoT devices, which is based on
forecasting and chaos theory to identify flooding and DDoS
attacks. In NS-3, the detection algorithm is evaluated
through a series of experiments in flooding and slow-rate
DDoS attacks. Sardana et al. [20] propose an integrated
honeypot framework for active detection, characterization,
and redirection of DDoS attacks at the ISP level. /e authors
evaluate the impact of DDoS flood attack on effective
throughput, average transaction failure interval time, and
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average response time as parameters under different oper-
ation modes and use the framework to defend against high-
rate DDoS attack by referring to impact value.

Most of the relevant studies rely on subjective empirical
judgment and lack of objectivity and use fewer metrics, so
the conclusions may be biased. In this paper, a measurement
method of AL-DDoS attack and defense utility is proposed
to calculate the effects of AL-DDoS attack. By comparing the
simulation experiment data with the related technical data,
the effectiveness, objectivity, and accuracy of the method are
verified.

3. AL-DDOS Attack and Defense Utility and
Calculation Model

Attack and defense behaviors are defined in the network:
from the perspective of network objects and their inter-
connection, attack or defense behavior refers to a series of
state changes caused by attacks or defense methods in the
network. /e network status change caused by the attack
process can be described as an attack behavior. /e weak-
ening of the attack effect caused by the defensive means
leading to the change of the network state can be defined as
defensive behavior. /e attack behavior is composed of five
basic elements, among which the behavior subject is the
attack initiator, that is, the hacker. /e object of behavior is
the target of attack, namely, the network system. /e be-
havior environment is the network environment where the
attack process is located. /e behavior means are the re-
sources used in the network when the attack is launched./e
behavior result is the agreement degree between the ex-
pected attack result and the actual attack result during the
attack. By analogy, the basic elements of defensive behavior
are as follows./e behavior subject is the defensive measure.
/e behavior object is the target of defense, that is, the source
of attack. /e behavior environment refers to the network
environment in the process of defense. /e behavior means
is the resource in the network when the defense measures are
launched. /e behavior result is the agreement degree be-
tween the expected defense result and the actual defense
result after the attack process [21].

Based on the analysis of sociology and network behavior,
attack and defense behavior have the following features: (1)
Purpose: the occurrence of attack and defense behavior must
be accompanied by purpose, in which the attack behavior
will not affect the network for no reason, and the defense
behavior will not work without being attacked. (2) Persis-
tence: attack and defense behaviors each point to their own
goals. Generally, attack and defense behavior will not ter-
minate until the goal is completed. When attack and defense
behaviors are in effect, they may change their behaviors due
to the difficulty of achieving the goal, but attack and defense
behaviors are persistent. (3) Variability: the mode of attack
and defense behaviors may be gradually optimized with the
continuous update of technology, and new technology may
be used to achieve their goals.

Attack and defense behavior impact refers to the net-
work status change caused by attack and defense behavior
through a series of operations. Before a multitude of attack

and defense behaviors function to the network system, the
network status value needs to be set to S. /e network status
value after attack and defense behavior is set to S′, and the
status value rate is used to calculate comprehensive attack
and defense forces FAD � S′/S. Attack and defense behavior
is shown in Figure 1.

As is shown in Figure 2, the essence of network system
security is a balance between attack and defense. In a specific
network scene, network attack and defense are regarded as
behaviors, which can establish network system security
judgments and identification of the behavior utility
standards.

/e definition of attack and defense utility is as fol-
lows: Suppose the attack function is A, the defense
function is D, and the combined attack and defense force
is FAD � A − D (if F is greater than 0, it indicates that the
defense function cannot resist the attack; if F is less than or
equal to 0, the defense function can resist the current scale
of attack).

After calculating the attack and defense force, the attack
and defense utility is the sum of the effects caused by the
attack and defense forces, which is used to represent the
comprehensive effect of the network system after the
combination of attack and defense in the process [22]. /e
attack and defense utility is shown in Figure 3.

By calculating the utility value of the attack and defense
behavior of the network system, the effects of various AL-
DDoS attack and defense methods can be accurately and
objectively obtained. /e calculated value of attack and
defense utility can provide a more complete and objective
evaluation standard for researchers in network security
measurement field./e mathematical methods of evaluating
attack and defense behavior are more objective and easy to
compare with other methods.

3.1. Attack and Defense Utility Calculation Model. When an
attack occurs, the relevant metric status of the network will
change. No single network metric can completely represent
an attack. /erefore, the network status can be obtained by
combining the metric values according to the changes of
various metrics in the network during the attack.

In this method, the metrics in the network are taken as
dimensions in the n-dimensional space, and each metric
corresponds to a vector in the space. /e change of the
metric means that the length of the vector will change.

/e AL-DDoS attack utility calculation model is divided
into three steps: the first step is to determine the corre-
sponding metric items according to the attack and defense
features and map each metric to the n-dimensional paral-
lelotope to calculate the parallel volume. /e second step is
to obtain the status value of the network system by the
parallel volume. /e third step is to calculate the change rate
of the parallel volume according to the selection of threshold
value and the calculation method of attack and defense
utility and then compare the change rate with the threshold
value to obtain the attack and defense utility value. Finally,
the attack and defense utility value during the attack is
obtained by calculating the average attack and defense value.
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In this calculation method, the attack and defense effect
should be compared with the threshold. /e calculation
method of threshold set is the calculation result of node
status value by measuring the compound metric value
without attack and defense effect. According to the average
record, after an AL-DDoS attack, the average time for the
defender to detect the attack is 1–5 hours. It is recommended
to collect far more than the operation status of the server
within 5 hours. /rough the analysis of server data records,
network analysis, application services, and other relevant
indicators, the status value within 1–5 hours that is the most
stable data fluctuation and relatively consistent with the legal
access behavior track is selected as the threshold.

In the simulation, the attack strength is preset to 1, and
the defense base strength is preset to 0. /e current attack
method and the effect of attack strength are obtained by
calculating the change rate of the node status value caused by
the attack effect. Under the condition that the initial value of
node status is set to 0, that is, without adding defense
measures, the attack effect is equal to the node status value.
/e calculation method of the defense effect can be derived
in this way. Based on the variability of attack and defense
behaviors, in order to ensure the universality of the calcu-
lation results of attack and defense effects, it is necessary to
obtain the average attack effect within a certain period of
time after the change of attack intensity is obtained by
analyzing attack effect at each moment. In this way, the peak

and minimum values of the attack effect are eliminated to
fully describe the attack effect.

On the premise that the time span remains unchanged,
the calculation method of attack and defense is shown in
Table 1. Table 1 lists the change value of the attack effect
caused by the change of the attack strength and the change
amount of the defense effect caused by the accumulation of
defense measures. /e data in the table are abstract values.

/e attack and defense utility value can be used to de-
scribe the total attack on the network system during the
attack and the total defense capability during the attack and
defense. In AL-DDoS attacks, the attack traffic is not con-
stant under normal circumstances, and the influence of
network traffic is limited by many factors. /erefore, the
expression of the attack effect can obtain the attack size at a
certain point, but it cannot reflect the impact of the attack in
the entire attack process.

On the basis of threshold value, the size of the attack
effect at each moment can be obtained, and then the attack
utility can be used to illustrate the impact value caused by the
attack type during the entire attack process. In other words,
the utility is the sum of the effects and the cumulative
amount of the attack effect changing with time. If the attack
effect size is F, when setting and selecting the threshold, the
attack effect is 0, and the attack effect is also 0. If an attack
occurs, set t1 attack effect to be F1, t2 attack effect to be F2,
and tn attack effect to be Fn. Based on the threshold setting,
the calculation method of attack utility E is

E � 

Ftn

Ft1

F. (1)

/e attack scale and intensity may change during the
attack, but when the defense measures are attacked, it is
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necessary to knowwhether the defense effect is constant./e
defense effect can be obtained by comparing different attack
effects. In this case, the average attack force will be
calculated.

3.2. Utility Calculation Metric Selection. It is important to
select appropriate metric to measure and analyze the im-
pact value of attacks. As for the selection of metrics, the
existing metrics when calculating the impact of the current
DDoS attack are as follows. Sardana et al. [20] select ef-
fective network throughput, average access failure time and
average response time as metrics in the measurement
method. Dantas et al. [23] use the volume of traffic as the
measurement metric. In the calculation method of influ-
ence value based on user service quality, the selected
metrics are successful transaction rate, average response
time, number of connections, average service rate, and
request rate.

Comprehensive consideration of network traffic, hard-
ware performance and other related indicators will be more
suitable for analyzing the impact of DDoS attacks. 6 metrics
were selected using the proposed metric selection [24].

(1) Network throughput rate: network throughput rate
is used to describe the total number of data packets
received and sent by the network card in the server
during the attack. /ese data packets not only in-
clude the packets generated by normal user access,
but also calculate the packets generated by attackers.

(2) TCP data segment transmission rate: AL-DDoS at-
tacks may take advantage of the three-handshake
mechanism of the TCP protocol to attack the server.
/e number of TCP segments is used to describe the
number of TCP segments at any time during the
attack.

(3) IP datagram transmission rate: in attack detection
technology, IP datagrams are usually used to analyze
the structure of datagram to detect the occurrence of
attacks. Because of the nature of the TCP/IP pro-
tocol, it is essential to analyze the TCP data segment
transmission rate and the IP datagram transmission
rate.

(4) Transaction failure rate: when there are a large
number of attacker requests in the server, the suc-
cessful server accessing rate will be greatly affected
due to bandwidth, server performance, and other
factors. /e failure rate is the ratio of the number of
failed accesses to the total number of accesses at any
time. According to the purposes and characteristics

of AL-DDoS attacks, the access failure rate is the
most important metric to detect attack.

(5) Average traffic arrival time: the average traffic arrival
time refers to the time it takes to successfully access
the server. When an AL-DDoS attack occurs, the
average server response time must increase. As the
attack strength increases, access timeouts may occur.

(6) Server CPU utilization: when an attack sends a large
number of high-frequency service requests to the
target server, the server will be busy providing re-
sponse resources to the attacker, and the occupation
of resources will inevitably affect the performance of
the server hardware.

3.3. Network State Value Calculation. Given the combina-
tion of the current attack size and defense effect, the server
status value represents the server status at each moment. In
the calculation process, the average value of server status at
each moment in the entire attack and defense process is
selected as the calculation result [25]./e specific calculation
steps are as follows.

/e first step is to construct an n-dimensional matrix. In
this calculation model, the values of the six metrics are,
respectively, set as m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6. As mentioned
above, each metric is a linearly independent vector in the
n-dimensional Euclidean space V. /erefore, six metrics are
selected to map to the vector dimension in the six-dimensional
space, and the vectors are expressed as

m1

0

0

0

0

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

0

m2

0

0

0

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

0

0

m3

0

0

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

0

0

0

m4

0

0
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0

0

0

0

m5

0
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0

0

0

0

0

m6

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2)

/erefore, the 6-dimensional matrix composed of these
six vectors can be expressed as a diagonal matrix, namely,

M �

m1 0 0

0 . . . 0

0 0 m6

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (3)

As is shown in Figure 4, this is a 4-dimensional paral-
lelotope. /e second step is to calculate the volume of
parallelotope in 6-dimensional space. /e volume of par-
allelotope composed of six vectors in six-dimensional Eu-
clidean space is as follows:

Table 1: Attack and defense parameter simulation calculation.

Time span Attack strength Defense strength Node status Attack effect Defense effect
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0 1 1
1 2 0 2 2 0
1 2 1 1 2 1
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V m1,m2, . . .m6(  � V m1,m2, . . .m5(  × gh6, (4)

where h6 represents the length of the orthogonal component
of m6 in the subspace generated by vectors m1,m2, . . .m6,
and V1(α1) � |α1|. It has been proved
thatV(m1,m2, . . .m6) �

���������������
G(m1,m2, . . .m6)


� |D|, where

D is the determinant of coordinates on a set of standard
bases of (m1,m2, . . .m6).

/erefore, the network status value at a certain time t is
the determinant of the diagonal matrix M. Set the network
status value to St, and the specific calculation method is

St � |M|. (5)

/e third step is to calculate the arithmetic average of the
network status during the attack. During the duration of
attack and defense effect of the network system, the network
status value at each moment is, respectively,
St1, St2, St3, . . . , Stn. /erefore, the arithmetic average of the
network status is as follows:

S �


n
i�1 Sti
n

. (6)

3.4. Effect Calculation. According to the calculation model
of the status value, a part of the normal operation status of
the network is selected and the status value S0 is calculated.
When an attack effect occurs, the change of network status
value can be described by the attack effect. When the attack
strength is X, the network status value is Si at time ti. /en,
the attack effect AXti is calculated as follows:

AXti �
Si
S0

, i � (1, 2, . . . ,n). (7)

/e attack effect value is averaged to reasonably describe
the attack force of attack type during the attack. /e cal-
culation method of average attack force is as follows:

A �


n
i�1 AXti
n

�


n
i�1 S1i/n


n
i�1 S0i/n

. (8)

/ere is a defense effect before the attack, but it is
impossible to measure the defense effect. When the status
value of the attacked system is obtained under the defense
status of 0, the defense function is gradually added under the
premise that the attack effect remains unchanged, and the
defense effect is obtained through the system status value
when each defense effect occurs.

If the attack intensity is X with no defense measures, the
network status value is S1, then the attack effect at time t1 can
be set to AXt1

. If defense measures are added to the system at
this time, the network status value is S1, the attack effect is
changed to AXt1

, and the change value of attack effect is
denoted as ΔA � AXt1

− AXt1
′ . According to the formula,

the calculation method of defense effect at time t1 is
expressed as

Dti �
Si − Si′
S0

, i � (1, 2, . . . ,n). (9)

/e calculation method of the average defense force is as
follows:

D �


n
i�1 SXti
n

, i � (1, 2, . . . ,n). (10)

3.5. Utility Calculation. /e attack and defense utility value
represents the cumulative value of attack and defense effects.
In the process of attack and defense, the role of attack and
defense means changes at any time in practice. /erefore, in
the evaluation process, it is necessary to obtain the utility
value of two kinds of effects in the whole process; that is, the
utility value can represent the total amount of the attack and
defense effects in the process.

According to the calculation results obtained in (7) and
(9), if the attack duration is t, the attack intensity is X, and
the defense intensity is Y, and the average attack force is
denoted as AX, and the average defense force is DX, then the
calculation methods of attack utility EA and defense utility
ED are as follows:

EA � AX · t, (11)

ED � DX · t. (12)

According to the calculation result of the attack and
defense utility value, it can be concluded that the defense
measures can resist a certain attack effect, and then the
concept of defense efficiency is proposed. According to (11),
when the defense is 0, it can be concluded that the attack
utility value is EA at the certain time t. After adding defense
measures to the current system, the attack utility is EA. /en,
the calculation method of defense efficiency DE is

Figure 4: 4-dimensional parallelotope graphic model.
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DE �
ED

EA
× 100%. (13)

4. Experiment Design and Analysis

4.1. Experiment Design. According to the general attack
methods and the application range of defense measures in
the AL-DDoS attack types, HTTP/POST attack was selected
as the attack type in the simulated attack and defense ex-
periment, and load balancing and limiting the maximum
number of connections were adopted as defense measures.
Under the premise of using the same attack threads, 10, 20,
and 30 attack nodes were selected to gradually increase the
attack intensity. /e program was designed for 10 combi-
nations of attack and defense. /e network topology of the
attack and defense experiment is shown in Figure 5.

/e environment configuration is shown in Tables 2 and
3.

/e specific implementation process is as follows. /e
first step is to set the combination of attack and defense scale.
/e specific design of 10 scales was as follows: without attack
and defense effect, and 10, 20, and 30 attack nodes, re-
spectively, in three defense modes: no defense, load bal-
ancing, and limiting the maximum number of connections.

/e second step is to collect experiment data. Perfor-
mance monitoring tools JMeter and Spotlight are used to
collect experiment data. According to the level of detail and
accuracy of the tool, the experiment data were collected
separately. In this simulated experiment, JMeter was used to
collect three metrics, namely, server failure rate, average
server access time, and peak server access traffic, while
Spotlight was mainly responsible for collecting four metrics,
namely, packet volume, TCP segment number, IP datagram
number, and server CPU utilization.

/e third step is to analyze the experiment results.
/rough the proposed calculation model, the data collected
by simulation experiment of attack and defense were cal-
culated and the calculated results were obtained. /e cal-
culation results were compared with the existing technical
results, and the rationality and correctness of the calculation
results were analyzed.

It is aimed at calculating various utility values of attack
and defense after the occurrence of AL-DDoS attack, so the
main purpose of constructing the experiment environment
is to simulate the actual AL-DDoS attack. In order to better
simulate distributed attacks, 30 attack nodes were con-
structed in the simulation experiment, and one of the small
servers deployed web applications as the target. /e envi-
ronment was divided into three subnets by IP, which were
connected by switches, respectively, and the network to-
pology is a star structure.

4.2. Experiment Calculation Result

4.2.1. Effect Calculation Result. According to the experiment
steps, two defense methods were selected for comparison

experiments, namely, load balancing and limiting the
maximum number of database connections. Because load
balancing defense refers to reduce server pressure through
distributed deployment, the average defense effect should be
calculated to evaluate its defense effect. As the attack in-
tensity changes, the average of HTTP/POSTattack effects on
the network system of the current experiment is shown in
Table 4.

When the number of load balancing distributed de-
ployment machines is constant, the effect of HTTP/POST
attack on the network system changes with the attack in-
tensity. Particularly, the average defense effect of load bal-
ancing and limiting the maximum number of connections is
shown in Table 4 with the change of attack intensity.

4.2.2. Utility Calculation Result. According to the concept
that the attack and defense utility is defined as 0 under the
threshold status, the utility value and attack and defense
efficiency under each combination can be calculated by
using the calculation model of attack and defense utility.
And the attack utility value under each attack intensity can
be calculated.

Since at least 60 attack and defense data were contin-
uously collected in this attack experiment, the time was set to
60.

4.3. Experiment Analysis. /e defense efficiency of load
balancing and limiting the maximum number of connec-
tions in the combination of HTTP/POST attack intensity are
shown in Figure 6.

According to Figure 6, when the attack intensity is small,
the defense effect of load balancing is larger, and the defense
effect of limiting the maximum number of connections is
relatively negligible. As the attack strength increases, the
defense utility of limiting the maximum number of con-
nections increases exponentially, far exceeding the defense
utility of load balancing. /is shows that when the attack
intensity is small, the load balancing defense effect is good,
and limiting the maximum number of connections can resist
large-scale DDoS attacks.

As is shown in Figures 6 and 7, when the attack intensity
is 10 nodes, the maximum number of connections obviously
exceeds the number of connections sent by the attacker, and
the defense effect is close to 0.When the attack intensity is 20
nodes, it can be seen that the set maximum number of
connections can resist some attacks. When the attack in-
tensity is 30 attack nodes, it can be observed that the system
can almost completely resist the current scale attacks. /is
also raises the question of how to set the number of con-
nections. If the limit is set too high, the system may not be
able to resist the current strength of the attack. If the limit is
set too small, it will easily lead to congestion or overflow and
other abnormal phenomena, affecting the normal operation
of the system. /erefore, we can judge how to set the
maximum number of connections based on the existing
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experiment data and analyze the calculation results of this
experiment.

4.4. Experiment Comparison. /rough the study of the
current AL-DDoS attack effect evaluation technology, a
method is selected that Mirkovic [26] puts forward for the
use of the user’s quality of service (QoS) as a measure model.
In the comparison technique, the author chooses the
transaction failure rate as a measure of the QoS of various
services. /e author puts forward the method of calculating
the amount of customer QoS degradation.

N �
(d − t)

t
. (14)

N is the QoS degradation, t is threshold, and d is the value
greater than the threshold value.

/e value of QoS degradation N means that the service
of transaction failure is N times the service that the user can
tolerate. As calculated by the experiment data, the trans-
action threshold of failure rate is 0.075%. In order to show
clearly, the attack utility is reduced by 1014 times in the
figure.

As is shown in Figure 8, the utility method is more
effective to determine the impact of an attack. /e calcu-
lation model comprehensively considers the metric values of
the impact of various AL-DDoS attack on the network
system. /erefore, this method can obtain more compre-
hensive, accurate, and reasonable results compared with the
existing methods.

Attack
device

R1

R2

R3

Host 0
windows

Host 1
windows

Host 2
linus web

server

Figure 5: Attack and defense experiment network topology.

Table 2: Hardware and software environment configuration of attack nodes.

Device/software Performance/function
ROM 2GB
Processor 1
RAM 60GB
Windows, Ubuntu operating system Install test software and perform access service
Kali attack tool Simulate various attacks and penetration tests
Wireshark Capture packets and get messages
Burp Suite Intercept log messages
LOIC Package tool
JMeter Website stress test tool
VMware Workstation Simulate attack nodes

Table 3: Hardware and software environment configuration of target drone.

Device/software Performance/function
ROM 4GB
Processor 8
RAM 500GB
Spotlight on Windows Monitor server performance indicators
bWAPP Target drone used for attack experiments
Java, php +MySQL+Apache Build a web server environment
VMware Workstation Build a virtual environment and software load balancing
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By analyzing the attack and defense measures used in
this experiment, we can obtain the attack utility value caused
to the application layer of the current network under dif-
ferent attack intensity and calculate the defense utility value

of each defense method under different attack intensity. /e
proposed attack and defense utility measurement method
can quickly obtain the attack and defense utility value,
without manual calculation and judgment, and can

Table 4: Average attack effect and defense effect.

HTTP/POST attack Load balancing Limiting connections
10 nodes 4.651 × 1013 2.895 × 1013 0.031 × 1013
20 nodes 1.076 × 1015 6.951 × 1014 7.521 × 1014
30 nodes 1.437 × 1016 7.714 × 1015 1.405 × 1016
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10 nodes 20 nodes 30 nodes
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Figure 6: Defense efficiency based on the load balancing and limiting the maximum number of connections.
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Figure 7: Attack and defense utility based on the load balancing and limiting the maximum number of connections.
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accurately obtain the attack and defense impact value. /is
method has certain accuracy and objectivity and can judge
the impact of attack and defense and the occurrence of
potential attacks in real time.

5. Conclusion

Some factors are analyzed such as the characteristics of AL-
DDoS attack and defense utility and the selection method of
the existing indicators, and then the 6 metrics are selected.
/e attack and defense impact on the network itself and the
impact on users are both considered, so as to accurately and
objectively describe the network attack and defense be-
havior. For various network attacks, the metrics may be
different, but traffic attacks also can use these metrics.
Different models can be compared, so the method is
objective.

Existing evaluation methods used to describe the mea-
sure results of the proposed concept lack theoretical support,
while the concept of utility is used to describe the attack
effect value. /e concept of attack and defense utility is put
forward by analyzing the characteristics of network behavior
and combining traditional theory. /e theoretical support
makes the utility more reliable. At the same time, it is
proposed to use hyperparallel volume to describe the net-
work status. Based on this method, any number of indicators
can be combined and calculated. Hyperparallel is used to
map network space, which is an innovative attempt to
network structure and interactive mathematical modeling.

/e measurement is based on some certain information
such as traffic, so the conclusion is objective. For example,
the role and defense efficiency of defense technology in the
attack can be analyzed separately, the attack effect on the
network at a certain time can be analyzed, the status value
that can be used to describe the network can be obtained, the
attack and defense efficiency value can be calculated, and
finally the attack and defense utility value can be calculated.

/is method is more objective and effective than tra-
ditional methods. /is method has smaller deviation and
higher accuracy compared with single or few index methods.
/is method also provides a reference for various attack and
defense methods. /e use of mathematical methods to

evaluate attack and defense behavior is more objective and
easier to compare. More attack and defense methods can be
used to conduct combined experiments on network systems
for security evaluation against AL-DDoS attacks, so as to
verify the utility of other attack and defense methods on the
target network.

/ese 6 metrics are selected only for AL-DDoS attacks.
/ese metrics are mainly suitable for traffic attacks. For
other types of attacks, the calculation model is suitable but
the metrics may be different. In the experiment design, the
attack strength change. Attack and defense types are limited.
/ere are only three changes in attack strength. /e sub-
division of the experiment is not enough.

In future work, we may try other different types of
datasets, change other metrics, and conduct attack and
defense experiments. Attack and defense experiments with
smaller gradient changes and more types will be designed.
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